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Naviva, located next to the renowned Four Seasons Resort Punta Mita, Mexico, offers guests the opportunity to stay
on 48 acres of coastal forest within a luxury tent.

The all-inclusive experience at Four Seasons-owned Naviva is centered around relaxation, exploring one's tether to
nature, community and authentic wellness. The 15 tents and grand tents situated within the forest combine outdoor
and indoor living, the design of the dwelling themselves inspired by nature.

"The design of the space engages humans' natural desire to seek prospect, refuge, mystery and thrill," the Naviva
website stated.

"The result is  a personal living space that provides a deep connection between humans and nature, offering an
immersive, inspirational and transformational experience."

The tents are each roomy, and completely surrounded by trees, allowing for guests to spend quality time in nature
without giving up comfort. The living room opens up to the large deck, and the bedroom is separated for privacy.

The open-air concept brings in cross breezes from the Pacific Ocean, merging the lines between inside and outside.
Nature is completely integrated into the tent experience.

The tents are all also equipped with a luxury pool for cooling off and added relaxation. Guests can also enjoy wi-fi
and 24 hour dining services both in-tent and at the two restaurants on the premises, Copal Cocina and Risco Terrace
as well as a gym, larger Selva pool, a spa and exclusive body products stocked in the tent.

Sens e of  placeSens e of  place

Each tent also centers local perspectives of place, introducing guests to the culture and traditions of the land the
resort sits on.

Adorned with works from local artists and contemporary Mexican decor, the interiors are modeled after the stylistic
heritage of the area. The resort also offers local experiences, so that guests can get a taste for the culture outside
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their living space.

Guests at Naviva will be given personal guides to cultivate the ideal experiences for them, educating them on the
local area and guiding them towards rewarding outdoor encounters whether they be beach strolls, wine tasting,
sound baths or hikes at dawn.

There is also an opportunity for guests to take part in a temazcal ceremony, similar to a sauna experience. The home
of world renowned artist Jose Juan Esparza is also open to guests to get creative.

The informal setup of the stay is meant to feed guests' curiosity and inner self, focusing on transformation. This
holistic approach offers travelers a chance to slow down on their vacation, and feel emotionally and culturally fed
by the end of their stay.

"Our style is casual and unassuming,"said Ronny Fernandez, manager of the resort, in a statement.
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